
INCOMING EMAIL

From:r 1
To: Highways <EX:/O=TORBAY COUNCIL/OU=CIVIC OFFICES
SERVERJCN=ENVIRONMENT/CN HIGHWAYS/CN=HIGHWAYS.>
Date: 04/02/2013 10:47:04
Subject: Proposed additional parking - Belgrave Road, Torquay

Dear[jJ

A5A__________________ I have been passed your proposals
for additional parking bays in Beigrave Road dated 23 January 2013 and would like to
express our objection to the proposed additional parking bay outside the tourist office
to the south side of the Cavendish Hotel.

This additional new space will be directly opposite the main entrance to(Thar park
for the Victoria Hotel, in addition to guest cars this entrance is also usedI~delivery
lorries and refuse collection vehicles and the narrowing of the useable highway would
create further utmecessary congestion for vehicles using this entrance.

I would be grateful if you could express our views to your members.

Yours Sincerely

L1

Beigrave Koaa
Torquay
Devon



INCOMING EMAIL

From:[
To: Hig1i~s <EX:/O=TORBAY COUNCIL/OU=CIVIC OFFICES
SERVERICN=ENVIRONMENT CN HIGHWAYS/CN=HIGHWAYS.>
Date: 14/02/2013 10:25:14
Subject: VW/JM Proposed additional parking - Belgrave Road

~1
Thank you for your letter regarding proposed additional parking in the Belgrave Road.

I wish to object to the additional 2 spaces opposite the Grosvenor Hotel, next to the
footway of the Sheddon Hill car park.

Concerns:

Road width and access too poor. Several cars have been hit as road insufficient for two
way traffic at this point in the road. Disabled parking has already proven a real concern
with vehicles being hit by passing cars/coaches.

Parking was taken away by council several years ago when it was deemed unsafe for
parking on this side of the road - what has changed?

I welcome your comments.

Belgrave Road
Torgu~~



INCOMING EMAIL

From:
To: Hig ways < : 0= • i: ‘ ii’ OUcivIC OFFICES
SERVERJCN=ENVIRONMENT CN HIGHWAYS/CN=HIGHWAYS.>
Date: 24/01/2013 10:38:24
Subject: Proposed additional parking-Beigrave Road Torquay

Ui
I refer to your circular outlining proposals for additional parking on Belgrave

Road. I am in agreement with any proposals to improve
the supply of parking in the area

Yours
I -~

__ V

Torquay
Devon



INCOMING EMAIL

From:~
To: Highways <EX:/O=TORBAY COIJNCIL/OU=CIV1t OFFICES
SERVER/CN=ENVIRONMENT/CN=HIGHWAYS/CN-HIGHWAYS.>
Date: 24/01/2013 18:21:24
Subject: Parking Bays Beigrave Road

I have had a look at the proposal on extending the bays in Belgrave Road.
While I welcome new parking facilities it seems to me that there is some
mistakes in thew proposal. First the bay outside Kistor Place is not a 3
hour parking bay but a buses bay with a limit of 20 minutes and no return
within 2 hours. I would welcome this being changed to allow cars to parked
there but this may interfere with the bus and land train stop opposite.
Secondly the bay outside the Cavendish Hotel. How can this be extended as
one end is at the corner of Scarborough Road and the other end has a gated
driveway.
I await your reply


